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CHAPTER 2 

BEFORE THE GODS 

# 

I‘m sorry, I‘ll have to stop there for a moment. I sometimes get 

like this, you know, especially when I‘m thinking about the 

past. It‘s like something in my brain seizes up suddenly. I 

start thinking about Carl thrashing about in the misa, and the 

next thing I know, I‘m thinking about all kinds of other things. 

Like the first time the misa came. Or what the world was like 

before it. 

Before it… God, it feels so strange thinking of things in 

those terms these days. You might as well say, ―Before the 

So‘jan,‖ or, ―Before Lysander.‖ It‘s almost meaningless. But the 

fact is that there was a time when I led a different life. Once 

upon a time I lived in a small urban hamlet on the fringe of 

what was once the town of Minehead in Somerset. Nowadays, that 

whole area‘s farmland and horse manure as far as the eye can 

see, but back then, it was another place entirely. Amongst other 

things, it was my home. 

Days seemed to last longer back then. I remember vast 

tracts of time that stretched out forever as I laughed and 

tumbled my way through childhood. My family filled the periphery 

of those years like spectators in the one-man play that was my 

life: mother, father and sister, Jocelyn, cooing and applauding 

my every move. 
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Our house was an old high-rise facing out onto the sea. 

From there, we could sit and watch the ships roll sedately round 

the peninsula on their way to the Welsh mainland. Big cruise 

liners from Europe, or smaller fishing boats, their sun-bleached 

hulls flaking with rust. My father used to watch them all the 

time; he knew every make of boat on those waters. Sometimes we 

went walking by the seashore to watch them go by and he‘d help 

me go winkle-picking in the surf. The air always reeked of sea-

spray and guano. Seagulls cried and wheeled overhead.  

―See this one?‖ he‘d say, picking a delicately bronzed 

shell from amidst a rock pool and holding it up to the light. It 

dazzled amidst the grit in his hand. ―That‘s a conch shell.‖  

I took it from him and held it in the crease of my palm, 

marvelling that there were creatures in the world that could 

call such a thing a home. We had a dog back then too, I 

remember. A brown Labrador that took no interest in shells or 

boats and spent most of its time gambolling through the shale 

and barking at the waves. 

It feels so strange remembering it all now. It‘s like 

trying to recall a moment of déjà vu or – no – it‘s like looking 

back through a series of randomly jumbled photographs. No sound 

or emotion attached to any of it, just image after image of 

frozen moments once lived. A handwritten note might be scrawled 

on the back of the odd one: ―Winkle picking – ‘07.‖ Or maybe a 

whole bunch of them might be held together with a thick rubber 
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band, so you knew they were from the same set. But the rest? 

It‘s all fragments now. Treasured moments all, with forgotten 

lakes of time in-between. 

Another? 

I remember the day my father took it upon himself to 

further the education of me and my sister. In the absence of 

proper schools (thinking about it, this must have been during 

the demise itself), he would gather Jocelyn and me into our 

stuffy attic room where he had cleared out enough space amongst 

the boxes of old toys and newspapers for a couple of high-backed 

chairs and a small drop-leaf table. And there he perched on a 

nearby crate and stared off into the middle distance as he 

recited to us the wisdom of his years. Jocelyn and I jotted down 

his ramblings with obedience, if not complete understanding, 

casting sly looks to one another whenever he wasn‘t looking. 

101 ways to use vinegar. We sniggered into our books. 

Disproving the past: great conspiracy theories of the last 

100 years. We rolled our eyes and sighed.  

My father was always a prodigious reader; whatever he 

learnt – whatever topic caught his fancy – we would soon find 

ourselves studying it too. Occasionally, he bowed to my mother‘s 

incessant nagging and used our lessons to teach us about the 

bible, but mostly he taught us spelling and math. ―The basic 

three R‘s,‖ he would tell us solemnly, and Jocelyn and I would 
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struggle not to laugh as he muttered to himself, ―Chalk and 

talk, chalk and talk. That‘s the way we built an empire.‖ 

Sometimes he threw us pop tests. In that cloistered 

atmosphere high above the self-destructing world below us, he 

challenged us with problem after problem. ―Calculate the tax on 

person A‘s income if he gets a wage increase of £300 six months 

into the year.‖ Or, ―What is £54 in euros assuming an exchange 

rate of 1.64 to the pound and an exchange commission of 5.7%?‖ 

Sometimes, he would wheel out a globe from the corner of 

the room, its ability to spin long rusted out of it. Half the 

southern hemisphere was wiped out by a disfiguring patch of 

mould, but he pretended not to notice as he pointed to country 

after country and asked us questions about capital cities, 

currencies, languages or chief exports.  

You could tell he was a civil servant for a living: he had 

a head for useless facts. 

And they were useless facts. It was old knowledge he was 

teaching us even then. In that new and broken world there were 

only remnants of what there‘d once been. Our once glorious 

civilization was now nothing but carrion to be fought over, and 

these 'facts' he spent his days teaching us were now just as 

useless as that globe. 

My father had his heart in the right place, but those 

lessons were a lesson in futility. Jocelyn and I both knew it – 

hell, I think on some level even my father knew it, though he 
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liked to cling to his self-denial with a vehemence that never 

failed to impress me.  

After all, that was back in the days when – I still find it 

hard to believe – he used to dress for work in the mornings. 

Every day he came downstairs, ate his breakfast with the rest of 

us and departed as though nothing in the world had changed. And 

then, when he found the doors to his old office locked, and then 

later its windows smashed, and even later its insides given over 

to squatters and rats, he returned home and retreated once again 

to the attic, dragging his children behind him like accessories 

in his madness. 

Those countries were gone, we thought. There was no economy 

to tax. Capitals? Exports? That attic room was the only thing we 

had left. 

That, of course, and our faith. 

# 

It‘s true what you might have heard about me, my parents 

were followers of the Old Faith. Being young and imitable at the 

time, so was I. ‗Christian‘, they used to call us. There were a 

lot of us in the world back then – a full two billion at its 

height, if you can believe such a number. But to lump my parents 

in with the rest of those two billion would be to do them a 

monstrous injustice. My parents‘ faith – especially that of my 

mother – was special. Or so they used to say.  
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The two of them had a calling. They were leaders, teachers, 

prophets and soldiers. Praisers of Jesus. Invokers of the 

Saints. Our faith was sword and shield and armour all. 

One of the things I regret most in life is how little I 

remember of my mother. I remember that I used to adore her. And 

I remember the effect she had on me. Her word was my gospel back 

then. I used to follow her from place to place, eyes wide with 

wonder as she barked the tenants of Christianity into the faces 

of her fellow believers. I remember how she used to stand there 

– strident, dogmatic feminist that she was – reeling off verse 

after verse into the faces of stunned brethren. No matter the 

time or the place, no matter how much they tried to argue back, 

once my mother got on her soap box she always knew how to bully 

her way to victory. I would listen to those tirades, clammy hand 

pressed into hers, and I would wonder how anyone could even try 

arguing against her. How anyone could hear anything but common 

sense in those words was beyond me. 

And of course, being young and imitable at the time, I 

tried to copy her as best I could. Tried being the optimal word. 

It used to frustrate me endlessly whenever I‘d try to emulate 

her during lunch break at school by converting some of my sinful 

classmates, only to find myself down on the floor with a grazed 

knee and blood dribbling from my nose. My parents, of course, 

found the whole thing adorable. 
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But my mother – oh, she was the centre of my existence: a 

shining point of brilliance towards which everything that I was 

and did and ever hoped to be gravitated. Around that light, the 

rest of my family were mere peripheral figures moving around 

like puppets in the background.  

Maybe that level of dotage wasn‘t healthy. Maybe, in time, 

I would have moved away from my mother‘s doctrine and started 

forming one of my own. Maybe I might have started questioning 

her ways. But it never happened. 

It never happened, because when I was 12, the misa came and 

everything changed forever. 

# 

Don‘t let anyone ever tell you differently – living through 

the demise was horrible. It was, quite literally, hell on Earth. 

Wherever you looked, wherever you went, there were horror 

stories. Newspapers doubled their column space; TV channels put 

up rolling ticker-tapes at the bottom of the screens. The world 

sat on tenterhooks and listened for the news.  

There were riots in those days: fires and looting. There 

was a swathe of reports in nearly endless succession that flew 

across Europe like locusts.  

PEOPLE ARE CHANGING! they told the world. PEOPLE ARE DYING! 

NO ONE KNOWS WHY! Was it a plague? A virus of some sort? Some 

form of nuclear fall-out that no one had ever detected before? 

Maybe it was from the sun. Or was it related to global warming, 
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perhaps? Were we responsible for it or was it just a natural 

occurrence? 

No one ever found out.  

I remember one night my parents allowed me and my sister to 

sit up late, rocking themselves in comfort as the images spewed 

themselves out across the living room. 

―My God. My God,‖ said my father over and over again as he 

chain-smoked away in front of the TV and mum let him, even 

though she never let him smoke in the house. 

―It‘s finally here,‖ she murmured. ―Judgment day.‖ She 

called it a judgment from God. 

I started to get upset at that and she comforted me in her 

own unique way by telling me that it was a good thing, because 

God was finally coming to put an end to all the evil in the 

world, and didn‘t I want all the evil to be gone from the world? 

I stopped crying then, because indeed, the end of evil was a 

very laudable goal, but it still didn‘t make the pictures of 

dead bodies any easier to take.  

Day after day we crowded around the TV to watch the latest 

developments: refugees clambering across borders; teams of 

scientists battling it out in the field to bring us results; 

brave journalists filling our living room with tales of family 

members who had been changed… altered.  

―Do you mean that they‘re dead?‖ one reporter asked a 

terrified Polish couple as they charged past a security 
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checkpoint. The woman was extremely fat – it‘s weird the details 

you remember – and she had this tiny waif of a child clasped to 

her heaving chest, which she beat across the back as she wailed 

to the heavens. The child was screaming in terror. Her husband 

spoke for her. 

―No, no… worse!‖ he panted. ―Monsters! They… my uncle, he 

is not man he was… he… he try to kill us!‖ 

The woman wailed again and beat her chest. ―Animals!‖ she 

cried, even as the child‘s screaming threatened to shoot off the 

register. ―Oh, Jezus Maria save them!‖ 

It was difficult to believe it was really happening. There 

was no shortage of cynics, and yet no one could refute the 

evidence. For whatever reason, there were suddenly pockets of 

land which were afflicted with some sort of undetectable, 

unknown miasma. Anyone who went into those affected areas… 

changed.  

Renowned scientists vanished in the field only to re-emerge 

several weeks later dressed down to rags, their bodies unwashed 

and their eyes shining with a mindless incomprehension that is 

still chilling to see even today. Of course, anyone reading this 

will know of what I speak. The demised are so common these days 

that it‘s hard to imagine a time when they were still taken back 

to laboratories for study. But it happened. 

―…I know of no rational cause to explain the current 

condition of the test subjects,‖ an exhausted scientist told the 
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media after several weeks of tests. ―We have found no trace of 

any known antigens that might account for their behaviour. 

Neither do the subjects appear to have been exposed to any 

unusual external stimuli – radiation or head trauma have all 

been ruled out. There is no denying, however, that these are 

extremely disturbed individuals. Kept in a quarantined 

environment for several days, the subjects were observed to 

display distinctly animalistic characteristics. They appear to 

have lost their ability to speak or reason in a logical fashion. 

Their behaviour was… impulsive. They attacked members of staff 

and each other apparently on a whim. They ate when they were 

hungry… and they acted just as impulsively when it came to 

other… human needs.‖ There were mutterings from the assembled 

journalists at that, as though the idea of rape was somehow 

worse than murder. 

The scientist went on to elaborate further that, whatever 

the reason for this behaviour, it was clear that birds and 

animals were completely unaffected by the miasma; that it was 

only people – human beings – that were harmed by it at all. 

Anyone who so much as stepped foot inside the affected area for 

longer than the briefest of moments became exactly like those 

poor test subjects in the laboratory. 

―They are like… zombies,‖ he said as he rubbed the bridge 

of his nose. ―In all my years I have never seen anything like 

it.‖ 
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# 

Ignore whatever you might have heard from the So‘jan about 

those days; there was no glory to be found there. There was only 

death and destruction and people – so many people – weeping for 

their undead loved ones. 

And the worst thing was – the absolute worst thing on which 

all the authorities agreed – the affected area was spreading. 

The affected area came to be known as the misa. The people 

who were caught in it, the demised. Beyond these simple labels, 

no one had any idea what they were dealing with. In many ways, 

we still don‘t. 

The fact that animals weren‘t affected seemed very 

important at the time. Scientists spent months going over the 

human genome almost line by line, searching for anything that 

might explain the pandemic. My father came up with an answer the 

moment he saw the very first news report. ―Huh!‖ he said from 

over the top of his bulging newspaper. ―It‘s obvious isn‘t it? 

They have no soul.‖ My mother murmured her agreement. 

―Yep. Animals don‘t have souls so they aren't affected.‖ 

To this day, it‘s the only answer that has ever made sense 

to me.  

Certainly, it made more sense than the fumbling excuses 

thrown at us by most of the scientific community. Or by the 

embarrassed politicians who dithered and scratched their heads, 

or wasted thousands of man-hours trying to fob the whole thing 
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off on a slight chemical imbalance in the brain or a mutated 

enzyme. Hah! 

I was only a child back then, but looking back on it now, I 

think I understood just as much about what was going on as 

anyone else did. The only difference was I did my panicking on 

the inside. 

# 

I‘ve just remembered something else about my father and our 

lessons in the attic room. His favourite writer at the time was 

a guy called Ernest Hemingway and he used to use any opportunity 

he could find to get me and Jocelyn to read one of his many 

books as a ‗class project‘. 

It‘s safe to say that Jocelyn and I never got on very well. 

She was 15 and a teenager: rebellious, rude, she used to smoke 

in her room and dare me to tell mum. I think that for a long 

time I hated her. Plus, she took after my mother in the looks 

department, which was even more of a crime as far as I was 

concerned. Whereas I was stuck with my father‘s small, wiry 

frame, she was tall and bulky and extremely imposing when she 

wanted to be. And she looked down at me to a certain extent, 

because I was the little brother that idolised her freak of a 

mum. What a loser.  

We rarely agreed on anything, but I do remember that one of 

the few things on which we did agree was our mutual hatred of 

anything even vaguely connected with Ernest bloody Hemmingway. 
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One time, dad set us this book called The Sun Also Rises to 

read and give a report about, ―In front of the class.‖ He told 

us to work together, so, dutifully, we did. Every day I went to 

her room, gave our secret knock so she knew it was me, and I 

asked her, ―Have you read it yet?‖  

She laughed. ―No. You?‖ 

I shook my head. 

―It‘s the title,‖ she said stubbing out her cigarette and 

chasing the smoke out of her window before drawing it shut. ―It 

doesn‘t make any sense.‖  

I agreed. It didn‘t. I perched on the edge of her bed and 

riffled through the pages for what must have been the thousandth 

time. I tried to imagine reading it for fun, but for some reason 

I couldn‘t. 

The eventual report we gave went something like this: 

# 

JOCELYN:  Many people over the years have often asked 

themselves about the nature of the sun. Galileo spent years in 

rebellion of the church after claiming that the universe was 

not, in fact, geocentric. The ancient Egyptians used to worship 

the sun as their life-affirming Ra, most powerful of all the 

gods in his great flaming chariot. Yet no one, in the history of 

literature, has ever questioned whether or not the sun rises. 

That is, no one until Ernest Hemingway. 

# 
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ME:  Imagine if you will, a younger, more naive version of 

Mr Hemingway having an argument in the pub with a friend.  

# 

We both sit down at the table. Jocelyn pretends to be 

Hemingway.  

# 

JOCELYN:  (Angry) You know what? I‘m fed up with the sun! 

All it ever does is set, set, set. Whenever I look out the 

window, it‘s always going down. Can‘t it ever do anything else? 

# 

ME:  (Pretending to be his friend) Ah-ha! But Ernest, you 

know: The Sun Also Rises. 

# 

JOCELYN:  (Stunned) My god. Does it? 

# 

ME:  Yes. And you know, the sun also shines. And it also 

gives you skin cancer. And I‘ve heard rumours that in some parts 

of the world, it‘s even used to generate electricity! 

# 

JOCELYN:  Well I‘ll be buggered. That‘s the last time I 

ever open my mouth before thinking again. If only more people 

knew about this!  

# 
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ME:  (Out of character) At which point, Hemingway made a 

vow to write a book about his findings and thus prevent anyone 

from ever making the same mistake again.  

# 

JOCELYN:  (Out of character) But of course it‘s all total 

nonsense really because the sun doesn‘t actually rise, and it 

doesn‘t actually set. It‘s all just an illusion caused by the 

Earth moving on its axis. 

# 

I turn the old globe in my hands for emphasis. 

# 

JOCELYN:  If you think about it, all the sun really does is 

exist and because of that, we exist. And isn‘t that enough, Mr 

Hemingway – to exist? Why does something have to do anything? 

Isn‘t it enough simply to be? 

# 

ME:  No wonder we renamed it Fiesta when it was published 

over here. 

# 

Stunned silence. My father looks at us both for a long 

time. 

# 

FATHER:  You… uh… you know that that‘s a quote from the 

bible? 

# 
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JOCELYN:  (Shrugs) It doesn‘t make any sense. 

# 

FATHER:  Yes, well. Neither did your presentation. 

# 

To give credit where it‘s due, most of that was Jocelyn‘s 

work and it was probably the most fun she and I ever had 

together. We were nearly in hysterics all that evening as we 

watched our father shuffle about the house, his righteous 

indignation trying to ride above our childish antics.  

She had a real acerbic wit did my sister when she could be 

bothered to wield it, an observational humour that no doubt 

would have strengthened over time into something as sharp and 

acidic as the driest of comics but back then was basically just 

a form of intelligent bullying. 

I don‘t think dad found our report very funny either, but 

at least he never asked us to read one of Hemingway‘s books 

again. 

# 

And in the meantime, the world was collapsing around us.  

Refugees fled across the mainland, their possessions 

stuffed into duffle bags. From Eastern Europe to the Rhineland. 

From the Rhineland to the Alps and across and beyond. The roads 

were gridlocked – paranoia was at an all-time high. There were 

reports of similar conditions in other parts of the world but 
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these were small caveats and addendums next to the problems that 

were here, now, on our doorstep and staring us in the face.  

Until, finally, there were millions of people pounding at 

Britain‘s doors, demanding entry to one of the last unaffected 

places in Europe, and Britain responded as I think any country 

at the time would have, by closing down its ports and stationing 

armed guards along the coast with orders to shoot any refugees 

on sight. 

Yes, it was bedlam. Yes, it was chaos. And yes, I watched 

it alongside the rest of my family in terror. I cried to my 

parents, ―But mum – those people are going to die!‖ 

―God will look after them,‖ was her vehement reply and I 

nodded – of course He would. How could I have been so stupid as 

to forget something as fundamental as that? But even then, I 

could see the lie of it pasted thick across her brow. My dad 

simpered underneath a cloud of his own worries, his skin the 

colour of plasterboard under years of rotten wallpaper. I think 

that was the first time in my life I ever made a thought for 

myself.  

They‘re lying to me, I realised. The very idea of it 

horrified me to my core. 

Jocelyn, at least, was honest. ―No, He won‘t!‖ she snapped. 

―What, you honestly think that no Christians have died in this 

whole thing? Oh yes, His oh-so-holy axe only kills infidels and 

Muslims doesn‘t it?‖ 
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―We must retain our faith,‖ said father. ―We lose that, we 

have nothing left.‖ 

―It doesn‘t mean anything!‖ 

―This is a test,‖ said mum tightly, her face like stone as 

she bored into my sister. ―We will get through it.‖ 

―Bullshit!‖ 

―Go to your room.‖ 

―This is total fascism!‖ 

―Jocelyn Marian Edwards. Your room!‖ 

We fought amongst ourselves as we always did, because there 

was nothing else we could do. Because we were young and afraid 

and we didn‘t know any better. And our parents left us to it, 

retreated back into their hastily stockpiled kitchen, with its 

five-year supply of toilet roll and washing-up liquid and there 

they must have prayed — put their heads together and cried as 

one to the heavens. Show us what to do in this time of 

lawlessness, oh Lord. They were a united front when Jocelyn and 

I were around, but I know now that inside they must have been as 

terrified as we were. 

―God will protect them,‖ my mother repeated long after 

Jocelyn had been chased from the room and dad was upstairs 

calming her down. ―He always looks after His flock.‖ 

Maybe He does. But it can‘t have been long after that that 

one sheep in particular took a sudden turn for the worse. I was 

just turning 13 when my mother took a slight tumble on the way 
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back from a prayer meeting one night. It was late and the 

promenade was slick with black ice. She sprained her ankle and 

had to be carried home by a couple of friends. No one thought 

much of the injury at the time – they prayed for her and wished 

her well – but she must have been hurt more than she seemed 

because, three days later, she fell violently ill. The hospitals 

were fit to bursting at the time. They put us on a waiting list, 

but long before we got to see a doctor, something inside her 

ruptured and she died quite suddenly on a Thursday morning, her 

family with her until the end.  

For a long time after that, none of us knew what to do. My 

father, for his part, retained his stubborn streak. He made sure 

my mother kept her appointment with the doctor, if for no other 

reason than that she could be officially pronounced as dead and 

given a proper certificate. My father was always a stickler for 

bureaucracy – even grief couldn‘t erase that. 

I‘m ashamed to say that I‘ve forgotten a lot of what 

happened after that. I don‘t remember, for example, what my 

mother‘s last words to me were. Or if I got the chance to tell 

her I loved her before she died. Time and pain have wiped away 

the specifics. All that‘s left now are the impressions, the 

vague outline. And then… afterwards… 

I do remember wetting the bed a few times. 

When she died, in a way I died too. I was nothing more than 

a carbon-copy of her after all: a cheap, poorly developed knock-
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off, saying all the right words but with nothing to support it. 

If I ever had any friends, that was definitely the time when I 

lost them. My sister withdrew into herself and her own bubble of 

angst. Without a parent to rebel against, she withered into 

herself and started rebelling against her own body instead. She 

would cut huge swathes into her arms with blunted razor blades 

and then watch as the blood ribboned to the surface of her skin 

and dripped onto the bathroom tiles. She made patterns with her 

blood and then laughed in hysterics that, ―See? Life really is a 

pretty picture.‖ 

Whenever I caught her doing this, I would rage and shout 

and scream as I thought my mother would. But I could never seem 

to get the words right and we just ended up hating each other 

all the more. ―Yeah? So?‖ she sneered at me. ―Who are you going 

to tell about it? Mum? Why don‘t you pray to her – maybe she‘ll 

hear you and send down a hand to spank me.‖ 

We were alone, cast adrift without an anchor to steady us. 

And now, when we watched the news, there was no one there to 

tell us that this was all part of God‘s plan for us. There was 

only our misery and fear and the sight of those refugees 

hovering on our shores and the batteries of guns borne against 

them. 

# 

That whole period came in time to be known as the demise. A 

vague, if unintentionally apt name for the time when human 
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civilization spectacularly fell from its zenith. In total, it 

lasted just shy of two years from beginning to end, but it felt 

like centuries. The months after my mother‘s death saw us 

fleeing from our home with a wave of refugees. For a long time, 

the misa was kept away from Britain by strong north winds and 

favourable tides, but eventually we got word of misa turning up 

in Wales and Cornwall and we too found ourselves fleeing just 

like so many millions before us. 

The last semblance of civilisation crumbled away. 

Doomsayers replaced the stoic voice of reason; genuine 

journalists dropped away to be replaced with the skittinous 

scurrying of rumour and gossip-mongering.  

The end of humanity is neigh! they cried. We are all 

doomed!  

This was the destruction of the world as prophesised in 

Revelations, they said, or maybe Daniel, or perhaps some other 

obscure religious text that no one had ever heard of before but 

were too afraid to argue against now. 

By the time the demise was over, over 99% of the world‘s 

land-mass was out of bounds to humans. Our total population 

stood at just over one million people, centred on a tiny pocket 

of land in the south-east of England, an area that was once part 

of Kent and Surrey. 

# 
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Surprisingly, it was from that tiny pocket of land that 

salvation finally came to us. You‘ve probably heard of that 

salvation: the Great Lord Lysander himself. He stepped up onto 

the world-stage when our need was at its most dire and he 

proclaimed himself the saviour of mankind. 

# 

I could write more about those early years with my father 

and sister, but I don‘t think there would be much point. I used 

to be happy. Then I wasn‘t. I used to like chocolate ice cream 

and spend my days exploring the copse of trees at the bottom of 

our road. Then I didn‘t.  

Days blurred into one and time passed swiftly by. We were 

bumped from house to house, from room to bed, to shed, to tent, 

to sleeping bags in the cold. We threw bible phrases at one 

another for comfort but rarely headed them. We shivered in the 

night air and ate whatever food we could find. We stood on the 

hillside, watching the towns burn below us. The screams that 

reached us tore at the heart but we were used to those sights by 

then; we‘d learned to tune them out. 

# 

Things might have gotten so much worse: In many ways, they 

did. But one day my father came to me when I was alone and gave 

me a gift. We were squatting in a tiny farmhouse at the time, 

not far from the city of Portsmouth. It was a cold, unfurnished 

place with insides gutted by fire, but it was a roof over our 
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head and four walls that were almost completely intact. This 

would have been just after my mother passed away, when most of 

England was still unaffected by the misa. 

He gave me a guitar. A hand-crafted nylon-stringed acoustic 

with a lacquer so bright it seemed to shimmer like the heavens 

themselves. He handed it to me and proudly told me that it was 

mine.  

I was flabbergasted. ―Why?‖ 

He struggled with that question, but in the end, he simply 

shrugged and said, ―Your mother always wanted it.‖ Probably the 

best and easiest explanation he could have come up with under 

the circumstances. 

I took it in my hands, feeling the alienness of its shape, 

the coolness of the wood against my skin. My thumb plucked 

through each of the strings one by one, to make that jangled 

sound that all guitars were born to make: an open, nameless 

chord. 

It was beautiful. 

I didn‘t know how to thank him – I don‘t think I ever did – 

but it didn‘t matter. He left me cradling that strange object in 

my hands, my fingertips stroking across the strings with a 

feather-lightness, as though conjuring a sound from those cables 

was akin to unleashing its very soul upon the world. I held it 

in my arms and listened to the silence in a way I‘d never 

listened to anything before. And I smiled. Here was potential in 
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my arms – it crackled like electricity – potential for sound and 

music, and life… 

I remember staying in that foetal position for what felt 

like a thousand years and yet, only a moment. Even nowadays when 

I play my music, I‘m conscious of trying to recapture that 

moment of effortless calm in my mind – to use the instrument as 

a vessel in which my soul resides, my fingers undoing the 

shutters of its windows one by one to admit brief glimpses of 

the light behind. 

# 

Those early years – what‘s left of them – are treasured 

keepsakes I will always love. I keep them packed away, wrapped 

delicately in cotton wool and stored somewhere in the back of my 

mind. Sometimes, it is years before I look at them again but 

other times, like now, I will unpack them all one by one, 

unravel them from their dusty confines, and hold them up to the 

light, remembering once again. 

I am always aware of them, sitting in that box in the 

corner of my mind. I hope I always will be. Sometimes, when the 

solitude gets to me and my exile beats down upon me most 

strongly, they are the only things I have left. My universe in 

microcosm. 

# 

But wait, I‘ve skipped a stage.  
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I should really talk about Lysander at this point, or Mark 

Sheldon as he was known back then. I‘m just not sure I‘m up to 

the challenge yet. I mean, from day one I pretty much loathed 

everything the guy stood for and I‘m well aware that that‘s 

something of a controversial view to hold, especially these 

days. He was arrogant though. Obnoxious. He shone with his own 

prestige. Whenever I heard the guy talking at the yearly 

rallies, whenever I saw him showboating to the crowds just to 

exploit their faiths, whenever I saw him gazing down at us with 

those black eyes of his, the corners of his pale lips curling up 

into a smile… I felt like punching him.  

It‘s not as though there was anything remarkable about the 

guy. He was a medium-height, medium-build 20-something, with 

dark hair and even darker eyes. His only distinguishing feature 

was a slightly hooked nose and a tendency to squint, but even 

this was barely fuel for the most desperate of satirists. He 

wasn‘t good looking per se. But he wasn‘t ugly either. He was 

just… there. Average and youthful in the way that we all were 

back then. 

Almost nowhere was unaffected by misa by the time he 

appeared. Just over a million of us remained, cut off from the 

world and crammed into the tiny space left to us, crossing 

ourselves every day and wailing to the skies for salvation. My 

family was no different. We spent the better part of three 

months living in a tent outside the town of Crawley, watching 
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from a distance as the paranoia and pointless fighting tore the 

town apart. Villages were ransacked; fingers were pointed. 

People were accused of being demised apparently at random. Women 

were raped, their babies snatched screaming from their bosoms. 

The streets glistened with blood. 

We became our own judge and jury. Every day, when my father 

left to forage food, we worried that this would be the last time 

we‘d ever see him. That this was the day we would die. 

I remember my father would wake up at dawn and stand on the 

threshold of the tent looking down at me and Jocelyn sleeping 

below. He thought I didn‘t notice, but I barely slept those days 

and I watched him through slitted eyes. 

After a few minutes he would turn and watch the sun as it 

crawled across the tree-line. He would be so quiet; so still. He 

was like I was when I played my guitar. Like prostrating 

yourself before God.  

I don‘t know if he knew I was watching him. I don‘t know if 

he prayed, or if he just stood there watching the simple act of 

dawn: the sun also rising. Maybe he drew comfort from that 

everyday occurrence. Maybe he thought about how this same sight 

would continue on long after humanity was dead and gone and the 

fickle universe had forgotten all about us. We were just a blip 

in history and if this was our time to die, then so be it. 

Everything in its place. I wish I knew. But what I do know is 
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that every day after the sun had risen, my father would reach 

into his pocket and light a sneaky cigarette. 

And I would let him have his luxury. 

# 

And then… Lysander. 

From nowhere… Lysander. 

At first, all we heard were rumours. All news was rumour by 

then, but from the off, these were of a different flavour.  

―Hey! D‘you hear? Someone‘s found a way to hold back the 

misa!‖ 

―Shut up.‖ 

―It‘s true, praise God!‖ 

―I hear he picks up rocks and makes them glow and that the 

glowing keeps the misa away!‖ 

―What, glowing rocks?‖ 

―It‘s true! I haven‘t seen it myself, but this guy I live 

near swears he saw…‖ 

―What, some guy you happened to bump into?‖ 

―I didn‘t happen to bump into him; I‘ve known him for 

years!‖ 

―You‘re full of shit.‖ 

And so on. Overheard tales told a hundred times over with a 

thousand different variations. At first, we dismissed it as 

wishful-thinking brought on so near to the end, but the rumours 
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persisted, and slowly our eyes turned east towards the coast 

where the whispers were strongest. 

There was a man, they said. A man with incredible powers. 

Like some messianic superman, he had appeared from nowhere, 

shining like a thousand suns. And in one hand, he carried a lump 

of crystal – some said quartz, which would make sense; others 

said gold, or glass, which wouldn‘t – and into this, he poured 

all his strength and power until the thing shone like the 

burning gates of heaven itself.  

The misa was afraid of those rocks, they said. It pooled 

away from the man, a nimbus around his head, so that he could 

walk for hours within the misa and never become affected. Even 

better, after empowering the rocks, the misa stayed away! They 

called the rocks waystones. Bug-eyed travellers, wet with 

excitement, carried the first fragments to us and there was no 

doubting that they were startlingly beautiful objects. The way 

they shone was like nothing in nature… and yet, they seemed like 

the most natural things in the world. 

But that wasn‘t all! – the rumours persisted – This man can 

summon fire! He can boil the seas, freeze a moment of time, walk 

on water and bring people back from the brink of death itself! 

He can repel the misa with little more than a touch and a 

whisper, and make it stay away! 

―They‘re saying he‘s Jesus Christ reborn!‖ 
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That seemed highly unlikely, but the waystones certainly 

lived up to their names. From the moment the things appeared, 

people were off testing their limits. Not me, or anyone else in 

my family, but there were plenty of volunteers who had lost so 

much that they simply didn‘t care anymore. They departed in the 

morning clutching their waystones and at night, they returned, 

babbling like schoolchildren and weeping with joy. 

# 

Like thousands of other, we made the pilgrimage to 

Canterbury that year to see this saviour for ourselves. We all 

carried chips of waystone around our necks and we all delighted 

at the fact that we could travel anywhere we liked now and not 

worry about when we would lose our minds. 

I saw Lysander for the first time that year – part of a 

huge crowd that gathered in front of the cathedral and cheered 

as this dark-haired man appeared before us surrounded by a 

spattering of followers.  

A speech was made. I forget exactly what was said but the 

gist of it was something like this: 

―Word of who I am has spread far I see. You have probably 

heard much about these powers that I have. You probably have 

many questions, and I regret that I don‘t have time to answer 

them all. What I can tell you, however, is that these powers are 

real. I have been blessed in a way that few have been blessed 

before and I swear it to you now – our time of suffering is 
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over, my friends! The misa that has claimed the lives of so many 

will never threaten us again. We will be a great people once 

more. A free people! And we will reclaim all that we have lost.‖  

The speech was generic but the people cheered all the same. 

It was what they wanted to hear, what they needed to hear. 

Genuine leadership. Someone taking up the flak. They flocked to 

his call. 

After the speech, Lysander showed off his new powers for us 

all to see. He superheated a fountain in the main square so that 

it erupted in a cloud of vapour. He made it snow instantly in 

the middle of summer. At the end, he released a flock of doves 

and wowed the crowd by slowing down time itself as they flew 

from their cages so that every wing-beat lasted an age, and it 

took them almost five minutes to fly from the plaza. I was only 

14 at the time, but I‘m ashamed of how loudly I cheered at his 

flagrant showboating. 

My dad took my hand at one point and squeezed it hard.  

―The devil takes many forms,‖ he whispered and I nodded, 

even though I wasn‘t sure what he meant. 

At the end of his performance, he got some of his deputies 

to hand out slithers of waystone to everyone there. ―Each of 

these waystones has enough strength in it to last at least a 

year,‖ he told us. ―After that time, it will need to be 

replenished, but I‘m not going anywhere and my deputies and I 

will forever be on hand to recharge them as often as is needed. 
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Now go forth. Reclaim your homes. Spread the word of our deeds 

amongst your kin.‖ 

Every one of us looked up at that man with reverence in our 

eyes, and we clasped those chips of waystone to our chests and 

cried out his name as one. 

Lysander! Lysander! 

The plaza shook with joy. 

# 

It was only a matter of time before people started calling 

Lysander a god. Only a matter of weeks before an entire religion 

had formed around him complete with tenants, dogma and an army 

of fledgling monks. It was only a matter of months before the 

So‘jan appeared, ripe and fully formed, led by a people who knew 

how close they had come to death and were grateful to be alive 

at all. 

Lysander divided the old lands of England into 13 

provinces, each governed by one of his deputies. Princes, they 

were named, each of them with perhaps one tenth of Lysander‘s 

power but still capable of terrifying feats of strength. They 

too were worshiped as demigods and saints.  

Wise Luna with her many followers; Midas and Zachari who 

had been friend‘s of Lysander‘s for years; the beautiful Adah, 

who it was said had learned to use her powers to heighten her 

looks; Reuben the steadfast and Ishmael the flame-haired 

wildcard who ruled the frontier lands; fat, amiable Gideon; 
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stern-faced Ithram; Zillah, Isaac and Saul the martinet. And of 

course, Uriel Mackay, the man who was given the lands of Réaman 

to call his own. They were scattered to the far corners of 

England like stones flung from Lysander‘s hand, to delegate and 

rule in his name as vassals, stewards and minions. 

They say that Lysander‘s parents were Hindu; not by birth 

but by choice. It‘s safe to say that Lysander himself didn‘t 

share their beliefs, but when the misa came, he liberally stole 

from its teachings all the same claiming himself an avatar of 

Krishna, the source of all Hindu incarnations. The concept of 

the aum was also taken from the name of Brahman, the all-

pervading infinite presence of the universe. The term jiva was 

used to describe our living essences, or atman when talking 

about our souls. 

But some things, he changed. He changed enough to make the 

So‘jan like Hinduism, but not Hinduism. Like Judao-Christianity, 

but not Judao-Christianity. His new religion sat balanced 

delicately between the well-established religious camps of the 

day. With the added benefit of hard evidence – he really could 

perform miracles – his new religion was a seductive lure, and it 

appealed equally to all. 

An entire religion built itself around him, with Lysander 

as their Jesus, their Muhammad or Buddha. Him, Lysander, the 

Average Joe from Kent with an ego the size of Lithuania and all 

the people in the world at his command. 
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The bastard. I bet he has a really small dick. 

 


